
CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECTS OF ELEVATION ON PRODUCTIVITY.

3.1 Introduction.

Changes in elevation affect many aspects of forest ecosystems and

manifest themselves in many different ways including changes in species

composition (natural forests), growth rates, productivity, form and reproductive

capacity. A special feature of these changes is the treeline  (timberline) above

which high forest growth is impossible due to adverse environmental

conditions.

Diminishing rates of productivity due to increasing elevation have been

demonstrated for natural forests (eg. Kira and Shidei 1967, Grubb 1977,

Maruyama 1971),  semi-natural managed forests (eg. Tranquillini 1979, Benecke

and Davis 1980) and forest plantations (eg. Malcolm 1970, Studholme 1968,

Mayhead 1973). Similar effects have been shown for forest experiments using

potted plants (eg. Benecke 1972, Tranquillini et al. 1978),  for pasturelands (eg.

Jones 1970, Hunter and Grant 1971) and for natural vegetation other than

forest (Pearsall 1950).

In the case of natural forests, research has been largely ecologically

orientated, demonstrating different levels of productivity and accompanying

changes in species composition and growth form at varying altitudes (eg. Kira

and Shidei 1967). In semi-natural forests in the European Alps, New Zealand

and North America, research has been aimed at establishing the links between

environmental factors, growth processes and production (Tranquillini 1979,

Benecke and Davis 1980, Running 1984). In such forests the treeline  is an

important feature and has attracted a large amount of research. In plantation

forestry decreases in productivity due to increasing elevation have been

studied largely with a view to land capability assessment (Malcolm 1970,

Mayhead 1973).

Declining productivity with increasing elevation can be expressed in various

ways, including changes in total dn/ matter production, mean volume, height or

diameter of the crop and increments in volume, height or diameter.
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information on changes in total dry matter production is scarce (Tranquillini

1979). Total above ground biomass decreased from 40 t ha-’ yr-’ to 20 t ha-’

yr-’ between 550 m and 1550 m in Fagus crenata  in Japan (Maruyama 1971)

and from 7 t ha-’ yr-’ to 5 t ha-’ vr-’ between 900 m and 1340 m in

Nothofagus solandri in New Zealand (Wardle 1970). Kira and Shidei (1967) give

a comprehensive picture of declining biomass production with increasing

elevation in different climatic zones in the western Pacific region.

Decreases in total standing volume of about 3 m3 per 100 m increase in

elevation have been shown in Finland (Poso and Kujula 1973, Roiko-Jokela

1980). Decreases in timber volume increment have been demonstrated in

several parts of the world and these are illustrated in Figure 4. The effect of

latitude in determining the levels of productivity with respect to elevation is

apparent. The altitude of the natural treeline  is also affected by latitude, rising

from near sea-level at 70 N. to about 700 m in southern Scandinavia, 2000 m

in the European Alps, 3000m in Mediterranean areas and to over 4000 m in

parts of the tropics (Baumgartner 1980).

Both linear and non-linear relationships between productivity and elevation

have been recorded. In the majority of the British studies relationships between

productivity and elevation were found to be linear (Malcolm 1970, Studholme

1968, Mayhead 1973). However Oswald (1969) showed relationships between

tree height and elevation which were best described as third order polynomials

for Norway spruce in France. Diniker  (1923) and Ott (1978) recorded only

slight declines in tree height up to about 1800 m in Switzerland but above this

level tree height declined very rapidly (3-5 m per 100 m increase in altitude).

Studholme (1968) found rather higher rates of decrease in productivity with

increasing elevation amongst the highest plantations of Sitka spruce and

European larch in Britain than did Malcolm (1970) sampling over the entire

elevation range. Productivity at lower elevations can be limited by the

moisture requirements of trees and this can lead to an optimum elevation for

productivity occurring at moderate altitudes (Tranquillini et al. 1978).

Incremental height data have been gathered for both forest trees ( Wardle

1970) and potted tree seedlings (Benecke 1972, Freezaillah 1974, Tranquillini et

al. 1978). Holzer (1973 - quoted in Tranquillini 1979) showed that annual height

increments of Norway spruce diminished from 30 cm at 700 m to 15 cm at the

spruce treeline  at 1700 m to under 10 cm on isolated spruce trees in pine/larch
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forest at 1800 - 1900 m. In Nothofagus solandti in New Zealand mean shoot

extension diminished from 40.5 cm to 4.9 cm between 820 m and 1350 m

(Wardle 1970).

The use of potted seedlings growing at specif ic elevations al lows

comparison of growth patterns under controlled site conditions using plants of

known origin. Tranquillini (1979) reviewed such experiments carried out in the

European Alps and New Zealand. The height growth patterns of trees in natural

populations were partly genetically based, with plants from higher altitude

origins generally showing shorter growth periods and slower growth rates than

plants from low elevation origins grown on the same sites. Budbreak  was

generally delayed at higher elevations by values of up to six weeks. Similar

effects of elevation on the date of budbreak have been shown for Sitka spruce

in Britain by Cannell (1985). Growth cessation was independent of elevation in

some species (eg. larches) but was delayed by a similar amount as budbreak in

species such as Norway spruce (Tranquillini 1979).

Freezaillah (1974) studied the effects of environmental factors and fertilising

on potted seedlings of Sitka spruce growing at a range of elevations in

Scotland and concluded that growth rates were primarily determined by the

growing season temperature.

3.1.1 Factors causing reduced growth with increasing elevation.

The majority of environmental factors which influence tree growth vary with

changes in elevation. This means that the influence of elevation on

productivity is a complicated one and attributing effects to specific factors is

problematic given the present state of our knowledge. Even distinguishing

between climatic and edaphic factors can be difficult.

However, some trends are apparent. Probably the most important

environmental factor causing growth rates to vary with changes in elevation is

air temperature through its effect on plant tissue temperature and thus on

photosynthesis and respiration ( Tranquillini 1979). Temperature also controls

the rates of cell division and shoot extension. A detailed account of the effect

of temperature on tree growth is given in section 4.1.1.

Growing season length is an important factor which determines the time

available to trees for the completion of growth, the maturation of tissues and
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the setting of buds. Growing season length diminished more rapidly in oceanic

areas than continental areas due to the slower rate of change of temperature

with time at the beginning and end of the growing season which occurs in

oceanic climates (Manley 1945, Gloyne 1958, Taylor 1965).

Average windspeeds generally increase with increasing elevation (Grace

1977). Wind is a potent factor which affects growth by reducing plant tissue

temperature, affecting plant water status, influencing stomata1 opening and thus

photosynthesis and also by mechanical shaking and damage (Grace 1977, Rees

and Grace 1980a,b).  A detailed account of the effects of wind on tree growth

is given in section 4.1.2.

Adiabatic processes operating over mountain massifs affect cloud

formation, humidity and the incidence of precipitation. Increased cloudiness

leads to reduced light intensities and this may reduce photosynthesis.

Increased humidity and rainfall levels are beneficial to productivity in many

areas of the world though on upland sites in maritime areas such as Britain

where significant water deficits are relatively infrequent, this is probably

seldom the case.

In particularly high elevation areas of the world factors such as decreased

atmospheric pressure, reduced partial pressure of carbon dioxide, increased

solar energy flux, and ultra-violet enrichment of the solar spectrum may

contribute to reduced growth (Daubenmire 1954, Wardle 1965, Tranquillini 1964,

1979, Benecke and Davis 1980). The frequency of some damaging events such

as frost damage and snowbreak also tends to increase with increasing

elevation (Cannell  1985, Worrell 1979).

Changes in soil conditions which may be linked with reduced productivity

with increased elevation include soil temperature, nutrient availability, and

water status. Soils also tend to become less mature, less stable and often

shallower with increasing elevation (Pearsall 1950). These effects are reflected

in changes in soil-type with elevation (catenas). Soil temperatures are linked

to air temperatures (Russell 1973, Bocock et al. 1977),  though the relationship is

affected by a number of factors including the thermal conductance of the soil.

Soil temperatures have been shown to decline with increasing elevation at

similar rates to mean air temperatures in certain cases ‘(Shanks 1956). Soil

temperatures affect the rates of microbial and chemical activity in the soil and
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root growth rates and therefore influence nutrient availability. Although

nutrient availability is a major factor influencing forest productivity, changes in

nutrient levels are apparently of relatively minor importance in relation to

changes in forest growth rates with increasing elevation, particularly near the

treeline  (Millard 1974, Nordmeyer 1980). Water relations during the winter

period appear to be of considerable importance to tree growth near alpine

treelines (Tranquillini 1979, Turner and Tranquillini 1985). Low soil temperatures

inhibit water uptake and restrict water conductance within the plant. This in

combination with with incomplete leaf cuticle development resulting from the

short growing season, may lead to damaging levels of water stress (Tranquillini

1979).

In general climatic factors appear to exert a dominating influence on forest

productivity at high elevations (Tranquillini 1979, Benecke and Davis 1980).

However, making more specific statements about the relative importance of

different environmental variables is difficult for several reasons. Firstly, many

of the environmental factors affecting site-growth relationships are interrelated,

for example air temperature with soil temperature and soil temperature with

soil nutrient cycling. Many of the specific environmental variables (eg. air and

soil temperatures) are also affected by gross topographic factors such as

geomorphic shelter, slope and aspect, which are difficult to quantify. Further,

many of the physiological processes governing growth are interrelated, for

example transpiration and photosynthesis through the control of stomata1

opening. Many of the plant responses to environmental factors are also to a

certain extent genetically controlled, being specific to certain species or origins.

3.2 The effect of elevation on General Yield Class.

3.2.1 Individual sites.

The relationships between GYC and elevation were estimated by regression

analysis for the 18 main sites. These are shown in Figures 5 a-i, together with

the corresponding values for topex and angle of slope. The regression lines for

all the sites are shown together in Figure 6. General Yield Class and elevation

were closely related on the majority of sites, with elevation accounting for

between 53 per cent and 98 per cent of the variation in GYC. The values of r*

are higher than those reported in previous studies (Malcolm 1970, Studholme

1968, Mayhead 1973). This is probably largely due to the prior selection of
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sites which was aimed at avoiding areas with undue soil and topographic

variability. The average rate of change in GYC with elevation was 4.3 m3 ha-’

yr-’ per 100 m, with values varying between 1.7 m3 ha-’ yr-’ and 7.4 m3 ha-’

yr-’ and with one exceptional value of 13.3 (Strathyre 3). The relationships

were best estimated by simple linear functions. Polynomial equations gave

significantly better fit for the sites at Ae, Glenshiel and Strathyre 3. These

sites had only 5 plots and the non-linear trends were often the result of one or

two slightly aberrant GYC values.

3.2.2 Pooled data.

The relationship between GYC and elevation for the pooled data from all

188 plots was best estimated by a linear model. The equation was:

GYC = 20.3 - O.O174(elevation) r* 36.1% . . . . . . . (1)

The r* value of 36 per cent was lower than that recorded by Malcolm (1970)

and Studholme (1968) but was higher than that of Mayhead and Broad (1978)

for Wales. This relatively low r* value is largely accounted for by the fact that

a very wide range of sites was sampled in this study compared with those of

Malcolm and Studholme. A large amount of the variation in the overall

GYC/elevation  relationship is due to variation from site to site, as is apparent

from Figure 6 which shows the regression lines for the individual sites together

with the overall regression line for the pooled data.

Figure 6 also shows a clear disparity between the slopes of the regression

lines for the individual sites (mean slope 0.0430) and the regression line for the

pooled data (slope 0.0174). The slope of regression line for the pooled data is

determined by both the GYC/elevation relationships for the individual sites and

the variation in these relationships from site to site. Increasing elevation is

associated with two trends in the GYC data:

1. A decrease in GYC on each site (within-site variation).

2. An increase in GYC associated with the fact that higher elevation

sites tend to show higher GYC values at specific elevations than

low level sites (between-site variation). This proved to be because

there was a strong tendency for high level sites to be located in

relatively sheltered inland areas and low-level sites to be located
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in more exposed coastal areas (see section 3.2.3).

3.2.3 Analysis of covariance.

A clearer picture of the trends described above was obtained by fitting a

model  in  which a  common s lope was assumed for  the  GYC/elevation

relationships, but GYC values were specific to each site (ie. the intercepts for

the lines for each site were allowed to vary). This can be thought of as fitting

an “average” regression line for the individual sites and then using the average

displacement of the individual regression lines from this overall line as a

measure of the effect of the site to site variation (ie. an analysis of covariance).

This model was fitted for the data for the main sites by multiple regression

analysis using dummy variables. Dummy variables provide an effective way of

estimating the effects of categorical (qualitative) variables such as “site” (ie.

location), which can be combined with metric (quantitative) variables in

standard regression models (Nie. et al. 1975; see also Appendix 9 for a

description of the use of dummy variables). The model used is shown below:

GYC = a + b(elevation) + b,X, + b2X2 + . . . . . . . . b,X,

where X1,X2,...X,  are dummy variables taking values of 1 or 0

according to site.

Dummy variables are created by setting the value of, for example, X1 for site 1

as 1.0 and all the other X-values to 0. For site 2, X2 takes the value 1.0 and all

the other X-values take 0. The entire set of dummy variables are then included

in the regression analysis. In order to solve the normal equations, one of the

sites must be a “reference category” for which the value of b is zero.

Effectively all the other categories (sites) are compared with the reference

category. In the case of this analysis the site at Glenbranter was the reference

category. The data for the three sites at Strathyre and the two sites at

Ballachulish were pooled to give a total of 15 sites. The resultant equation

was:

GYC = 27.3 - O.O43(elevation)  + “site effects’ . . . . . . . . . (2)

The values of the coefficients bl,b2...bn (ie. the “site effects”) varied from -4.32

m3 ha -’ vr-’ to 8.57 m3 ha-’ yr-’ and are shown in Figure 7 (see Appendix 2a

for regression analysis). A tendency for inland sites to have the highest values

is apparent. The effect of location was highly significant, with a f-value of 27.5
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(see Appendix 2a). This f-test effectively tests the hypothesis that there is no

difference between the intercepts for the individual sites assuming a common

slope to the GYWelevation  relationships.

This model was then fitted for the entire data set to investigate the

geographical distribution of the variation in the GYWelevation  relationships.

This gave the following equation:

GYC = 26.5 - O.O404(elevation)  + “site effect” . . . . . . . . . (3)

r* = 80.7%

The site effects varied between -9.45 and +8.34  m3 ha-’ yr-’ with the lowest

values being recorded in western and northern coastal areas and the highest in

inland and southern areas (see Appendix 2b). The site effects were contour

mapped by computer as shown in Figure 8 to give an overall impression of the

effect of geographical location on GYC.

The “site effects” were also clearly related to the mean elevation for each

site (Figure 9) with the values of “site effect” increasing by on average 2.4

ha-’ yr-’ for every 100 m increase in elevation. This means that an increase in

elevation of 100 m, as well as being associated with a decrease in GYC of 4.3

m3 h a - ’  yr-’ is, in this data set, also associated with an increase in GYC of

about 2.5 m3 ha-’ yr-’ as one moves inland and southwards.

Reference to Figure 8 and equation (3) above provides a simple method of

estimating GYC for any area of Scotland at any elevation within the original

range of the data. For example the GYC at 400 metres at Glenbranter is

estimated to be:

GYC = 26.5 - 0.0404(400)  + 0.0 = 10.3 ie. GYC 10

At 400 metres in Caithness the GYC is estimated to be:

GYC = 26.5 - 0.0404(400)  - 4.0 = 6.3 ie. GYC 6

At 400 metres over much of central Scotland GYC is estimated to be:

GYC = 26.5 - 0.0404(400)  + 4.0 = 14.3 ie. GYC 14

The tendency for value of GYC at specific elevations to be lower in coastal and

northern areas than in inland areas is readily apparent from Figure 8. The

pattern is remarkably similar to that described as “exposure zones” by

Anderson (1930), which were essentially arrived at in a similar fashion but
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without the aid of statistical analysis. The pattern also clearly resembles

known patterns of windiness such as mean windspeeds (Hardman et al. 1973)

and Forestry Commission windzones (Miller 1985). It is also similar to the

distribution of growing season temperature in Scotland (Meteorological Office

1952).

Models 2 and 3 assume that although the intercepts of the individual GYC

elevation relationships vary from site to site, their slopes are the same. The

hypothesis that the slopes were the same was tested by comparing the model

(2) above with a model (4) in which both the slopes and the intercepts were

free to vary (ie. essentially a summation of the regression analyses for all the

individual major sites - see Appendix 3). The f-ratio for:

[SS res.2  - SS res.,#[d.f. res.2  - d.f. res.J
MS res.*

= 3.33 ** (see Appendix 3)

where:

SS res.* = sum of squares of residual for model 2 etc.

d.f. res.* = degrees of freedom for residual for model 2 etc.

MS res.* = mean square residual for model 2.

This result indicates that the slopes of the regression lines for the individual

sites are not the same.

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the slopes of the regression lines

for the individual sites and the mean elevation of the sites. A tendency for the

slopes of the lines to increase with elevation is apparent, though this trend is

conditioned to a large extent by values at the upper and lower extremes of

elevation. A similar trend can be seen by comparing the results of Studholme

(1968), who sampled sites at high elevations and recorded a rate of decrease in

the GYC of Sitka spruce of 6.6 m3 ha-’ yr-’ per 100 m, with those of Malcolm

(1970) who sampled the entire elevation range and recorded a rate of about 2.8

m3 ha-’ yr-‘.

This indicates that the underlying trend in the GYWelevation  relationship

may be non-linear, with greater rates of decrease in GYC with elevation

occurring at higher elevations. To test for this a quadratic model was fitted

with “site effects” estimated by using dummy variables as in model (2) above.
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This model was fitted for both the data for the main sites and for the complete

data set. The resultant equations were:

Main sites

GYC = 27.4 - O.O224(elevation)  - 0.0000282(elevation2)  + “site effect”

r* = 88.5% . . . . . (model 5)

Complete data

GYC = 24.4 -O.O262(elevation) - 0.00001973(elevation2)  + “site effect”

r* = 81.1% . . . . . (model 6)

The site effects for for the complete data set were contour-mapped by

computer (Figure 11.). The effect of the quadratic term was significant (P <

0.001) for the data for the main sites but was not significant for the complete

data set. The fact that the quadratic term was not significant for the complete

data set was found to be largely due to the effect of the data for the site at

Angus which did not conform to the pattern of greater values for the slope

coefficient at higher elevations (see Figure 10). The plots at Angus were

located on old tatter flag sites and the highest elevation plot (number 134 -

see Appendix 1) appeared to be showing unrepresentatively high growth rates

for the area. When data for this site were excluded the effect of the quadratic

term was significant (P < 0.05).

These results indicate that the underlying trend of decreasing GYC with

increasing elevation may be non-linear over the entire elevation range. The

fact that the GYC/elevation relationships at the individual sites were generally

best estimated by linear models indicates that the elevation ranges sampled

were too small for any non-linear trend to be detected. It should be noted that

GYC data was not collected over the entire elevation range at any site during

this study, so models 5 and 6 above do not give a particularly good estimate

of the curvilinear trend. Malcolm (1970), although finding that a linear model

gave a good fit when his and Studholme’s (1968) data were combined, noted

that there was “an indication that the rate of reduction in growth with

increasing elevation is accelerating towards the higher elevations”.

Further evidence for a non-linear trend to the GYC/elevation relationship is

apparent from the fact that most of the linear functions shown in Figures 5a-i

give overestimates of GYC when extrapolated beyond the range of the data to
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Figure 11. Site effect coefficients for model 6
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low values of elevation. The average value of the intercept coefficient (GYC

when elevation = 0) was GYC 31. Values of GYC in excess of 20 to 24 are

comparatively infrequent in northern Britain, though they are known to occur.

This indicates that the rates of increase in GYC with decreasing elevation

recorded on the exposed sites in this study are not sustained over the entire

elevation range. This is particularly true of inland sites.

This apparent non-linear trend may be the result of the environmental

factors which affect growth such as site windiness, temperature or soil

conditions changing more rapidly with elevation at high elevations and on

exposed sites than at low elevations. Alternatively productivity at lower

elevations could be limited by moisture supply (Jarvis et al. 1983),  so that

decreases in GYC due to increasingly adverse wind, temperature and edaphic

conditions only begin to operate at elevations where moisture supply ceases to

be a limiting factor. The soils and moisture regimes of the sites in this study

were particularly favourable for the growth of Sitka spruce and it is possible

that if such site conditions existed at low elevations in sheltered locations,

then GYC values of near 30 may be more realistic. It is worth noting in this

context that while growth rates of GYC 20-24 are commonly the maximum for

lowland sites in the United Kingdom, values as high as 36 occur on certain

low-level sites in wet areas of Ireland (Davis 1982)

Even though there is evidence for an underlying non-linear relationship

between GYC and elevation over the entire elevation range, over the restricted

elevation ranges on the individual sites the relationships were generally best

described as linear functions. For this reason it was felt that linear models

such as models (2) and (3) were appropriate for describing the relationships

between GYC and elevation for the restricted elevation ranges of the exposed

sites surveyed in this study. Further research is needed to clarify the nature of

the relationship between GYC and elevation on low elevation sites.

3.3 Planting limits.

Table 4. shows the elevations at which GYC 6 and GYC 8 and GYC 10 are

predicted to occur according to the functions for the individual sites. GYC 6

was chosen as it is the lowest productivity level for which yield tables have

been published. GYC 8 is the lowest yield class generally considered

acceptable on economic grounds in Britain and GYC 10 has been suggested as
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Table 4. Elevation in metres at which GYC 6 and GYC 8 are predicted
by the linear functions for the main sites.

SITE WINDZONE ELEVATION ELEVATION ELEVATION
GYC=6 GYC=8 GYC=lO

South Kintyre B
Ratagan* B (?)
Arran C
Arecleoch C
Sunart* C
Ballachulish 1 C/D
Ballachulish 2 C/D
Ae D
Clatteringshaws D
Glenbranter D
Glenshiel D
Wauchope D/E
Crianlarich E
Drummond Hill E
Glendevon E
Strathyre 1 E
Strathyre 2 E

387 350
665) (601)
477 432
530 483
723) (592)
455 426
471 443
606 576
609 564
502 454
537 503
524 492
629 579
750 686
631 599
750 672
527 500

313
(537
387
436
(461
397
415
540
519
406
469
460
529
622
567
594
473

Strathyre 3 E 550 535 520

* particularly unreliable values due to extrapolating well
beyond the range of the data.

? boundaries of windzones particularly uncertain in this area
due to lack of tatter flag data.
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Figure 12. Elevation at which GYC 8 is predicted by model 7
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a suitable minimum on remote sites (Gale and Anderson 1984).

The elevation at which GYC 8 is predicted varied from 350 m for the site at

South Kintyre  to over 600 m for several of the inland sites. Values for the sites

at Ratagan and Sunart were generated by extrapolating well beyond the range

of the original data and are clearly aberrant. At both these sites only 5 plots

were sampled and low rates of decrease in GYC with elevation were recorded.

With the exception of these two sites the data show a tendency for the

planting limit to rise according to windzone  (ie. from coastal to inland locations

- see Appendix 10 for wind zone map). This pattern is illustrated in Figure 12

which shows the values of elevation predicted for GYC 8 by transposing model

(3) above to:

Elevation of planting limit = (26.5 - 8.0 + “site effect”)/0.0404  . ..(7)

The values predicted for each site were mapped by computer. The values

predicted range from 300 m for the outer part of the west coast to over 600m

in several inland areas. These agree well with previous estimates of yield

classes near upper planting limits. For example, Gale and Anderson (1984)

estimated that GYC 8-10 occurred between 520 and 560 m in Galloway (550 m

predicted by equation (2)) and Patterson (1977) estimated planting limits to be

550 m in Upper Deeside (550-600 m predicted by equation (2)).

3.4 Conclusions.

1. Production (ie. General Yield Class) is fairly closely related to elevation

on the individual sites (see Figures 5a-i).

2. There is considerable variation in the relationships between GYC and

elevation from site to site, coastal and northern sites showing lower levels of

productivity at specific elevations than inland and southern sites.

3. The geographical distribution of the differences in the GYC/elevation

relationships from site to site is similar to known pattern of windiness and

temperature.

4. The relationships between General Yield Class and elevation is linear on

all but three sites, but the slopes of the regression lines for the individual sites

tend to increase as the mean elevation of the sites increase. This indicates
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that the underlying trend of decreasing productivity with increasing elevation is

non-linear for the entire elevation range.

5. A simple model has been developed in which GYC is related to elevation

and geographical location (model 3). This allows the rough estimation of

general yield class at specific elevations on exposed sites for any area of

Scotland and parts of northern England. By assuming a minimum acceptable

GYC value of, for example, GYC 8 estimates of upper planting limits can also

be made.

On account of the patterns described in conclusion 3. above, investigation

of the roles of wind and growing season temperature on the productivity of

Sitka spruce on exposed sites was carried out.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND WIND ON PRODUCTIVITY.

4.1 Introduction.

4.1 .l Temperature and forest productivity.

Temperature has been shown to affect the growth and productivity of

forests (Mikola 1962, Farr and Harris 1979),  the growth of individual forest trees

both natural and planted (eg. Hiley and Cunliffe 1922, Baldwin 1931, Dahl and

Mork 1959, Millar  1965, Cleary and Waring 1969, Perala  1985) and of potted

trees in controlled experiments (eg. Tranquillini 1979, Freezaillah 1974). It also

influences the yield of pasture (eg. Hunter and Grant 1971) and the growth

rates of natural vegetation (eg. Grace and Woolhouse 1970). As well as

affecting the productivity of trees, temperature also affects the distribution of

tree species, their flowering and fruiting and their cycle of dormancy and

budbreak. Temperature is a particularly critical factor in the growth and

reproduction of alpine and arctic forests, and has a dominating influence on the

occurrence of treelines (Tourney 1947, Daubenmire 1954, Mikola 1962,

Tranquillini 1979).

The effects of temperature on the growth of trees are complex because

temperature affects the rate of almost every physiological process in plants.

These include photosynthesis (source activity) and respiration and the

utilisation of assimilates for growth and storage (sink activity). The rates of

cell division and expansion which are fundamental to the growth process are

also affected, as are transpiration and the translocation of substances including

nutrients and hormones. At the cellular level increasing temperature leads to

increased rates of chemical reaction until the temperatures become high

enough to inhibit enzyme activity, after which reaction rates of enzyme

mediated reactions decline (Fitter and Hay 1981). This is reflected in the

existence of temperature optima for several plant processes including

photosynthesis and growth rates (eg. Hellmers et al. 1970, Neilson et al. 1972,

Hibjiirg 1972, Pymar 1978). For example Sitka spruce showed maximum

extension growth when under a regime of 20 ‘C by day and 8 ‘C by night

(Pymar 1978). Temperature optima for growth and photosynthesis in conifers
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generally lie in the range 15-25 ‘C . Such temperatures prevail for only a

relatively small proportion of the time on upland sites in Britain, from which it

can be concluded that temperature is likely to be a major limiting factor for

tree growth in the British uplands.

4.1 .l.l Primary production.

The relationships between environmental factors and the primary production

of coniferous trees has been reviewed by Tranquillini (1979). Trees in common

with other plants show a characteristic pattern of increasing net photosynthesis

with increasing temperature up to a maximum which is commonly in the range

15 - 30 OC for temperate species. Beyond this optimal temperature net

photosynthesis declines. The minimum, optimum and maximum temperatures

for net photosynthesis are species specific, as are the overall values of rates of

photosynthesis (Fitter and Hay 1981). Neilson et al. (1972) showed that the

temperature optimum for Sitka spruce lay in the range 10 - 20 ‘C but was

generally about 18 ‘C. Rates of photosynthesis decline to zero at about -5 OC.

Temperature optima (and minima) for photosynthesis generally decrease

with increasing altitude, which possibly indicates a degree of adaption to high

elevation sites (Fryer and Ledig 1972, Slayter and Morrow 1977, Tranquillini

1979, Tranquillini and Havranek 1985). Tranquillini and Havranek reported a

strong negative correlation between temperature optima and elevation of origin

in Norway spruce. The lapse rate of the temperature optimum was 0.2-0.65 ‘C

per 100 m. Similar effects have been noted in European larch and Norway

spruce (Tranquillini 1979),  Betula verrucosa (Pisek et al. 1969),  and Euca/yptus

pauciflora  (Slayter and Morrow 1977).

Many conifers can photosynthesise at temperatures below 0 ‘C and at low

elevations even in continental areas net carbon assimilation during the winter

may be positive (Pisek and Tranquillini 1954, Tranquillini 1979). According to

Neilson et al. (1972) net photosynthesis in Sitka spruce at 0 ‘C under high

illumination proceeds at over 30 per cent of the maximum value. This means

that photosynthetic dormancy in Sitka spruce in Scotland must be infrequent

and transient (Neilson et al. 1972). Bradbury  and Malcolm (1978) found that

seedlings of Sitka spruce in Scotland showed substantial weight gains over the

winter period. However at treeline  sites in continental areas, winter CO*

assimilation is generally negative due mainly to loss of foliage (Tranquillini
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lg79, Mooney et al. 1966). In Pinus atistata  at 3100 m Schulze et al. (1967)

calculated that almost half the summer’s CO2 assimilation would be necessary

to make up for winter losses.

Net photosynthesis of Pinus cembra  was found to be influenced by soil

temperatures (Tranquillini 1959) though Neilson et al. (1972) were not able to

confirm this for Sitka spruce. The occurrence of frost can seriously affect

photosynthesis the following day (Tranquillini 1979) and temperature conditions

prior to measurement also affect measured rates of photosynthesis (Neilson et

al. 1972).

The relationship between respiration and temperature in trees has received

less attention than photosynthesis. Measurements of respiration made both on

excised shoot and on trees in situ have demonstrated that respiration rates

increase with increasing temperature. However, experimental evidence from

alpine areas seems to indicate that respiration rates increase with increasing

elevation (Tranquillini 1979, Benecke and Havranek 1980, Benecke and

Nordmeyer 1982). This is generally regarded as signs of a metabolic

acclimatisation to lower temperatures (Benecke and Nordmeyer 1982),  though it

is not immediately apparent why high respiration rates should confer any

advantage to trees on high elevation sites, when this leads to an unfavourable

CO;!  assimilation / respiration balance (Tranquillini 1979).

4.1.1.2 Tree growth patterns

Numerous studies have concentrated on the role of temperature in

controlling the breaking of dormancy and the rate of shoot extension. Shoot

growth commences only when the temperature exceeds a certain minimum

value (Baldwin 1931, Kienholz 1941, Millar 1965, White 1974) or when a certain

heat sum has been accumulated (Campbell and Sugano 1975, Perala  1985,

Cannell and Smith 1983). In upland Britain Millar (1965) found that birch (Se&/a

pubescent)  grew in height only when the mean air and soil temperatures

exceeded 5.1 - 5.6 OC. Cannell and Smith (1983) found that the date of

budbreak in  S i tka  spruce was re la ted  to  the  combined e f fect  o f  the

accumulated temperature above 5 ‘C and the prior number of “chill days” (days

with a mean temperature < 5 “C).

Shoot extension rates and total shoot growth are well correlated with
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growing season temperatures for a wide range of species with widely van/ing

growth patterns (Hiley and Cunliffe 1922, Baldwin 1931, Millar 1965, Ford 1988).

Shoot growth rates may also be affected by soil temperature though the

relationship is not a close one. In the British uplands Millar (1965) found that

the extension growth of birch was correlated with mean and maximum daily

temperatures and was rather more loosely related to mean daily accumulated

temperature above 5.6 ‘C and soil temperatures. Freezaillah (1974) showed

that temperature was the most important of several environmental factors in

determining the growth rate of potted Sitka spruce seedlings at different

elevations. Tranquillini (1979) gives several examples of relationships between

temperature and shoot growth near the alpine treeline. Kozlowski (1962) states

that current season temperature affects the rate of shoot extension, while

temperature during the previous season determines height growth potential by

influencing the number of primordia laid down in the bud of the developing

shoot and by influencing the amount of stored carbohydrates available.

The cessation of growth and the formation of terminal buds is largely under

photoperiodic control (Wareing 1956),  though temperature can have a modifying

role (Pymar 1978, Cannell 1985).

Mikola (1962) used data from the Finnish national forest survey to show

that the diameter growth of Norway spruce and Scats pine was well correlated

with mean summer air temperatures, particularly the monthly means for July

(Pine) and June (Spruce). The relationships were particularly close in areas

near the arctic treeline. Diameter growth is more closely related to current

season temperature because it is made more at the expense of carbohydrates

produced during the current rather than those produced during the previous

season.

Relationships between temperature and forest productivity have been

demonstrated for both conifers and broadleaves on a a variety of site types.

Farr and Harris (1979) showed that the site index of Sitka spruce was closely

related to accumulated temperature above 5.1 ‘C over its entire latitudinal

range. Stijmberg  and Tegnhammar (1985) found accumulated temperature to

be significantly related to the productivity of beech in southern Sweden, though

edaphic infuences were dominating. Hunter and Gibson (1984) found mean

growing season temperatures to be useful predictor variables in a study of the

growth  of  Pinus radiata  in  New Zea land.  B ly th  (1974a)  found that  the



productivity of Sitka spruce in north-east Scotland was correlated with various

short-term indices of temperature.

4.1.1.3 Temperature indices used in the study of tree growth.

Many different temperature indices have been used in the study of plant

growth and productivity. One of the problems with the use of any

meteorological data is that the choice of possible indices is very wide,

including maximum, mean, minimum or accumulated values representative of

an infinite variety of possible time periods ranging from fractions of seconds to

tens of years. These time periods may run concurrently with the phenomenon

under scrutiny, or be prior to it or both. The researcher is often required to

make an arbitrary prior selection of indices, then if he has time, choose the

best  by  assessing the  degree  of  corre la t ion  between them and the

phenomenon under scrutiny. The type of index used depends to a large degree

upon the nature of the phenomenon being studied, as is summarised below:

1. Photosynthesis, assimilation, respiration: meristem, bud or leaf

temperatures over short periods.

2. Shoot extension: maximum, mean, minimum or accumulated hourly or

daily temperatures of both the air (traditionally) or plant organs.

3. Growth rates or increments of individual trees: mean or accumulated

seasonal air or annual temperatures.

4. Forest production: long term mean or accumulated seasonal or annual

air temperatures, often extrapolated from nearby meteorological

stations; also growing season length.

Recent advances in recording techniques have allowed accurate monitoring

of the temperatures of plant organs, particularly leaves, buds and meristems.

Such techniques are particularly useful in ecological and physiological studies,

allowing meteorological conditions to be more closely linked to physiological

processes (Cleary and Waring 1969, Grace 1977). However for large scale

studies such measurements are clearly impractical and the researcher has little

choice other than to rely on standard measures of air temperature.

Studies of agricultural productivity in relation to air temperature in upland
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Britain have shown that plant response to temperature can usefully, if

simplistically, be divided into three distinct ranges (Hunter and Grant 1971,

Bendelow and Hartnup 1980).

1. A lower threshold below which growth will not occur. This varies

from species to species and to a limited extent within species

according to origin and external factors such as photoperiod.

2. A temperature responsive range where temperature is the main

factor governing growth and productivity.

3. A range where temperature is generally not limiting and other

factors such as solar radiation balance and moisture supply become

more important.

According to Hunter and Grant (1971), plants in upland areas are subject to

temperature levels within the “temperature responsive range” for a large

proportion of the growing season. This explains why productivity in upland

areas is better correlated with temperature than it is in lowland areas where

factors such as radiation balance and moisture supply are more important for a

greater proportion of the growing season. Mikola (1962) reported closer

correlations between temperature and forest growth in the north of Finland

than in the south of the country and in Denmark and attributed this to similar

reasons.

In meteorologically orientated studies of plant productivity an arbitrary

temperature threshold is often used to define the growing season, 5.6 ‘C being

the most common. Reduction in the length of the growing season is an

important factor in crop productivity in the uplands (Manley 1945, Anderson

and Fairbairn 1955, Smith 1984). This occurs with increasing elevation and

latitude simply as the threshold temperature is reached at later dates in the

spring and earlier dates in the autumn in cooler climates. Tranquillini (1979)

reviewed the role of temperature and growing season length in determining

tree growth near the alpine treeline  and concluded that reduction in the time

available for photosynthesis was of considerable significance.

The concept of a temperature threshold followed by a temperature range in

which growth is related to temperature has resulted in the widespread use of

accumulated temperature or heat sums as an index of temperature.
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Accumulated temperature effectively integrates the effect of growing season

length (time above threshold temperature) with growing season temperature

(degrees above threshold temperature). It has been shown to be a useful index

in a wide range of studies including forest growth and production (Mark 1960,

Farr and Harris 1979, Sarvas 1965, 1966, Stijmberg and Tegnhammar 1985),

climatic classification (Birse and Dry 1970),  shoot growth (eg. Millar  1965, Perala

1985) and the timing of phenological  phenomena (Perala  1985).

A major problem facing researchers is the lack of meteorological data for

remote areas. One way of overcoming this is by extrapolation of standard

meteorological data from recording stations to intervening areas. This is

standard practice in meteorological, geographical and certain plant-ecological

studies. Extrapolated meteorological data have been used in a variety of studies

of forest growth (eg. Mikola 1962, Hughes 1979, White 1982a.  Hunter and

Gibson 1984) including computer simulation models of growth (Running 1984).

Data are most commonly extrapolated spatially but altitudinal extrapolation may

also be used for factors such as temperature which show reasonably

consistent relationships with elevation (Smith 1984).

Extrapolated data are subject to errors from a number of sources the most

important of which are:

1. Errors arising from differences in site characteristics between

meteorological stations and the intervening sites, particularly

differences in aspect and slope.

2. Errors arising from the process of spatial extrapolation. Despite

the use of computers which make spatial interpolation relatively

simple, different solutions are arrived at according to, for

example the number of data points which are included in the

calculation for any particular interpolated point.

3. Errors arising from the application of standard lapse rates

irrespective of location and time of the year.

The altitudinal extrapolation of temperature data generally entails the

application of a standard lapse rate, the most commonly quoted of which for

Great Britain is 0.6 ‘C per 100 m (Bendelow and Hartnup 1980, Birse and Dry
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1970, Francis 1978, Smith 1984). Lapse rates in Britain and elsewhere have been

reviewed by Grace (1977). Hughes (1979) and Smith (1984). Lapse rates vary

with both location, time of the year and time of day. One of the obvious

trends in Britain is for lapse rates to be highest in the spring (Manley 1945).

Unfortunately insufficient data are available for regional or temporal  variations

to be taken account of in studies covering wide areas.

4.1.1.4 Temperature and the occurrence of treelines.

A correspondence between the occurrence of treelines and a summer

temperature of about 10 OC has been known about for a long time and has

become an ecologica l  “ ru le  of  thumb” (Schrijter 1912 ,  Tourney  1947 ,

Daubenmire 1954, Grace 1977). The mean summer tetratherm (ie. the mean

temperature of the four warmest months), the mean temperature of the two

warmest months and the mean July temperature have all been related to the

position of the treeline  in various parts of the world and for various tree

species. Tourney (1947) reported that forest growth begins to become scrubby

when the summer tetratherm is 10 ‘C (ie.  the lower l imit of the alpine

ecotone), whereas most other authors have generally concentrated on the

upper limit of the alpine forest ecotone and related this to the mean July

temperature. Although the correlations are good on a geographical scale,

considerable variation exists when the data are examined more closely

(Schriiter 1912, Grace 1977). For example Schr’dter  (1912) reported that the

limit for European larch and Mountain pine in the Bernina district of Switzerland

corresponded with a mean July temperature of only 8 ‘C.

In Scotland Schroter  (1912) calculated that the limit for birch on Ben Nevis

(2110 feet) corresponded with a mean July temperature of 9.75 ‘C and stated

that this corresponded well with the limit for birch in the Alps (9.67 - 10 ‘C).

Spence ( 1 9 6 0 )  n o t e d  a  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  b e t w e e n  m e a n  J u n e  - J u l y

temperatures of 10 ‘C and the highest elevation occurrences of natural trees in

m a i n l a n d  S c o t l a n d  a n d  i n  S h e t l a n d .  Millar  ( 1 9 8 4 )  a l s o  r e p o r t e d  a

correspondence between the highest occurrence of planted trees and the mean

temperature of the four warmest months in Scotland. The combined evidence

from many part of the world points to the overriding importance of summer

temperatures for the growth of trees at sites near the treeline  (Grace 1977).



4.1.2 The effect of wind on tree growth.

Wind affects the growth. rates, morphology and form of trees and other

plants (Grace 1977). Reductions in growth rates as the result of wind have

been noted in forest plantations (Booth 1976),  in forest experiments (Fourt

1968, Thompson 1984) and in laboratory and wind tunnel tests (eg. Larson

1965, Rees  and Grace 1980a,  Dixon 1982). Until relatively recently, the effects of

wind on tree growth have received remarkably little sustained research effort,

even in temperate oceanic climates where wind is known to be a potent

environmental factor.

4.1.2.1 The effect of windspeed on photosynthesis.

Reductions in plant growth rates due to the influence of wind are

considered to result mainly from restriction of the rate of photosynthesis

(Grace 1977, Tranquillini 1979). The two major mechanisms thought to be

responsible for this are:

1. The lowering of leaf temperatures.

2. The induction of stomata1 closure.

The temperatures of leaves exposed to radiation are normally higher than those

of the surrounding air. This leaf to air temperature difference is generally

greatest in large leaves, when adsorbed energy is high and when windspeeds

are low (Warren-Wilson 1957, Jarvis et al. 1976, Grace 1977). Even in conifer

needles considerable differences occur. For example Tranquillini (1968) found

that mean monthly leaf temperatures of Pinus cembra  growing at 2000 m at

the alpine timberline exceeded mean air temperatures by about 2 ‘C. The

corresponding mean maximum leaf temperatures exceeded mean maximum air

temperatures by as much as 8 OC. Such differences obviously have fairly

dramatic effect<*?he ability of plants to photosynthesise and grow, particularly

on cool sites.

Wind acts to disturb the boundary layer adjacent to the leaf surface and so

increase the rate of convectional heat loss (Grace and Dixon 1984). The

decline in leaf to air temperature difference occurs rapidly with increasing

windspeed. Leaf temperatures significantly higher than ambient air

temperatures are generally only maintained at windspeeds lower than about 3

ms-1, the value of the difference being determined largely by the level of
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irradiance (Jarvis et al. 1976). As Grace (1977) points out, windspeeds of this

order probably occur relatively frequently within tree canopies. Allen (1985)

was able to demonstrate that different leaf temperature levels existed on

windward and leeward sides of Sitka spruce crowns and was able to link this

with differential growth rates on each side of the trees.

The closure of stomata due to wind may occur as the result of increased

vapour pressure gradients which are established when the boundary layer is

disturbed and/or as a result of impaired leaf water status (Dixon 1982, Grace

1977). The tendency for transpiration to increase when the boundary layer is

disturbed by wind is offset to a certain degree by associated lowering of leaf

surface temperature which tends to reduce transpiration rates (Grace 1977).

Although considerable variation exists in the transpirational response of trees

to increasing windspeed, an increase in transpiration is often observed for a

period before increased stomata1  resistance causes rates to decrease (Satoo

1962, Tranquillini 1979). In some genera (Picea,  Pinus, Sorbus,  Rhododendrofl,

Tranquillini (1969) demonstrated a decrease in relative transpiration over a

range of windspeeds from 0 to 20 m s-l. Increasing stomata1 resistance also

causes photosynthesis to decrease (Grace 1977). Tranquillini (1969) noted a

general decrease in photosynthesis with increasing windspeed for a range of

species of tree and shrub and attributes this largely to impeded CO2 uptake.

Grace (1977) gives numerous examples of the same phenomenon for both crop

and natural plants. However without simultaneous observations of stomata1

resistance it is difficult to attribute the reduction in photosynthesis to specific

causes.

4.1.2.2 The effect of wind-shaking on tree growth.

Reduced growth due to shaking have been noted in several plant species

including trees and have been reviewed by Grace (1977). Neel  and Harris

(1971) demonstrated that the shaking of Liguidambartrunks  for only 30 s daily

was sufficient to reduce height growth by 70 - 80 per cent. Rees and Grace

(1980a, 1980b) showed that shaking of Pinus contorta seedlings for 24 minutes

daily reduced extension growth by 20% and a similar reduction was achieved

by subjecting seedlings to windspeeds of 7 m s-’ in a wind tunnel. The

mechanism responsible for such effects is unknown, though links between

mechanical stimuli and increased respiration rates are possible (Grace 1977).
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4.1.2.3 The effects of wind on the morphology and form of trees

Wind induces changes in’the morphology and form of trees by both direct

mechanical action and its effect on physiological processes. On high elevation

sites such effects include abrasion of leaf/needle surfaces, loss of leaves and

needles and the deformation of shoots, twigs and branches (Grace 1977, Allen

1985),  and the induction of shrubby growth habits (Grace 1977). In plantations

in Britain such symptoms are rather loosely described as exposure damage.

Allen (1985) showed that loss of needles occurred due to the direct mechanical

damage and that deformation of the branches and crowns was due to

temperature-induced differential growth rates and the lignification of shoots

displaced by wind action. High wind may also cause the loss of branches and

shoots in trees. Hughes (1979) estimated that between 5 and 30 per cent of

Sitka spruce trees lost their leading shoots annually on an exposed site near

Aberdeen, Scotland. Wind also causes morphological changes to occur in the

leaves of plants, these changes often being similar to those promoted by

adaption to drought (Grace 1977).

Wind also affects the form of tree stems causing an increased ratio of

radial to height growth (Jacobs 1954, Larson 1965) and eccentricity of the stem

cross section (Skinnermoen 1969, Malcolm and Studholme1972). For example,

Larson found that the stems of Larix  laricina  which were free sway, became

more strongly tapered than the stems of trees which were staved. The

mechanisms responsible for initiating the cambial activity which leads to such

a downward distribution of stem dry matter are unknown, though it seems

likely that it they are responding to mechanical stresses.

4.2 Estimation of indices of temperature and wind-climate for the

experimental sites.

4.2.1 Choice of indices.

The aim of including temperature and wind-climate in this study was to

take the investigation one step nearer the physiological processes governing

growth. Traditionally, studies of the relationships between tree growth and site

variables in Britain have relied on geographical or topographic factors to

describe the effects of climate (eg. Page 1967, Malcolm 1970). It was felt that

the modest step nearer the growth processes of plantsmade by using carefully
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chosen extrapolated meteorological data rather than geographical and

topographical factors may help to provide a clearer insight into the factors

which influence the growth of trees on exposed sites. Some preliminary

evidence which indicates that the geographical pattern of decreasing

productivity with increasing elevation is similar to known patterns of windiness

and temperature has been presented in Chapter 3. The following sections

describe work which was carried out to establish quantitative relationships

between yield class and data describing the temperature and wind-climate of

the experimental sites.

The indices were chosen to fulfil1  the following criteria:

1. They had been shown to be related to tree growth or productivity

in previous studies.

2. They were derived from sources which had a reasonable coverage in

Scotland and northern England (eg. meteorological stations).

3. A reasonable basis existed, or could be established, for the

extrapolation of values to give estimates for the individual sample

plots.

Based on this the following indices of temperature and wind-climate were

chosen:

1. Mean annual accumulated air temperature above 5.6 ‘C (day “C).

2. Mean air temperature for the period June - September (“C).

3. Tatter rate (cm2 day-‘).

Mean annual accumulated temperature was chosen because relationships

between forest productivity and temperature had been demonstrated using this

index (see section 4.1.1). Mean air temperature of the four warmest months

(June - September) was included because of its correlation with the limits to

high forest growth (Tourney 1947). Tatter rate was included because tatter

data represent the only widespread data available describing the wind-climate

of remote upland areas and because of its frequent use in determining upper

planting limits in Britain.

Estimates of the above indices adjusted to sea-level were also calculated
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and proved to be useful measures for describing geographical distribution of

the temperature and wind-climate. For certain preliminary analyses the data

were stratified by “windzone”. Windzones comprise a rough regional

classification of wind-climate frequently used for forest management purposes

(see Miller 1985). A wind zone map is given in Appendix 10.

The following sections describe the methods used to make estimates of

these indices for the individual sample plots.

4.2.2 Estimation of mean accumulated temperature.

Values of mean accumulated temperature above 5.6 OC were estimated for

71 meteorological stations in Scotland and northern England from data given

by Birse and Dry (1970) and Bendelow and Hartnup (1980). They calculated

values from meteorological records of monthly mean temperature and the

standard deviation of the monthly mean temperatures using a procedure

developed by Thorn (1954) and Shellard (1959). As well as giving values of

mean accumulated temperature for the elevation of the stations, they also

calculated values for 100 m intervals above, and where appropriate below the

level of the station using a standard lapse rate of 0.6 ‘C per 100 m .

In the present study a function was calculated for each station based on

these data, which described the change in accumulated temperature with

elevation. A very close fit was obtained using the quadratic function:

Act. Temperature = a - b(elevation)  + c(elevation2)

r2 = 98-100%

The values of (a) above are the sea-level values of mean accumulated

temperature for each station. These are given for all the meteorological

stations in Appendix 4, and computer interpolated contours (isotherms) based

on these values are shown in Figure 13. The values of (b) and (c) were similar

for each station varying between 1.50 and 1.75 in the case of (b) and 0.0004

and 0.0006 in the case of (c). The values of (b) and (c) were plotted on maps

but no geographical pattern was apparent. The values for each plot were

therefore obtained by taking the appropriate sea-level values for each site from

Figure 13 and applying the equation above with the values of (b) and (c) at

average levels ( -1.65 and 0.0005 respectively). The sea-level values for each

site and the values for each plot are shown in Appendix 1.
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4.2.3 Estimation of mean summer temperature.

The values for the mean’ temperature of the four warmest months were

estimated from meteorological data for 52 meteorological stations in Scotland

and northern England (Meteorological Office 1976). For each station the values

for mean monthly temperature for the appropriate months were taken and an

average was obtained. These values were then adjusted to sea-level using a

standard lapse rate of 0.6 ‘C per 100 m and the sea-level values were

contour-mapped by computer (see Figure 14). The appropriate sea-level values

for the fieldwork sites were then arrived at by interpolation using Figure 14.

Finally, the values for the individual plots were calculated by extrapolating the

sea-level value to the elevations of the plots using the standard lapse rate.

The appropriate sea-level values for each site and the extrapolated values

for each plot are shown in Appendix 1.

4.2.4 Estimating tatter rate for the experimental sites.

In previous analyses of tatter flag data carried out by Forestry Commission

staff only the effects of elevation and geographical location on tatter rate have

been investigated (Miller et al. 1987). These analyses were carried out by

sorting the data into groups from different geographical areas, each group

showing a distinct relationship between tatter and elevation. These

geographical groups were used along with maps of mean windspeeds to define

the windzones (see Miller 1985). The windzones were used to give advice to

forest managers on the risk of windthrow and on the upper l imits to

commercial planting.

Preliminary inspection of the data by the author showed that the

relationships between tatter rate and geographical location and elevation were

not close enough to allow prediction of tatter rate from these two variables

alone. For example, stratification of the data according to windzone  and

calculation of regression lines for each windtone  gave equations which only

accounted for 28 - 62 per cent of the variation in tatter rate for the individual

windzones.

Forestry Commission tatter flag records generally give the following details

for each tatter flag:

1. Annual tatter rates for a number of years varying from one to three
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and a three year mean where appropriate.

2. A six-figure grid reference.

3. Elevation.

4. Information on the relative exposure of the site, usually topex.

5. Aspect according to the eight main compass points.

A total of 1084 tatter flags had been exposed during the period 1957 to 1984.

Of these, 564 flags on 109 sites had been exposed for the standard three year

period and had reliable readings (ie. no reports of damage, no sheltering effects

of nearby plantations). Value for topex and aspect, which were potentially

useful as predictor variables were missing for about 120 of these flags. These

missing values were obtained by site visits by the author and Forestry

Commission staff or by reference to Ordnance Survey maps

In an attempt to find an improved method of predicting tatter rate from

major site variables, topex and aspect were included in the analysis in addition

to elevation, and dummy variables were used to estimate the effect of

geographical location in the same way as described in section 3.2.3. A

summary of the data is given in Table 5.

The analysis was carried out as an analysis of covariance with elevation and

topex treated as continuous (metric) variables and aspect and geographical

location treated as categorical (discrete) variables. The effects of both aspect

and geographical location were estimated by using dummy variables. In the

case of aspect ten categories were used, eight for the cardinal points of the

compass, one for flat sites (“nil” aspect) and one for hilltops (“all” aspects).

The reference category to which all other aspect classes were compared (see

section 3.2.3) was hilltop sites. In the case of geographical location, 109

categories were used, one for each of the tatter f lag sites.  The most

appropriate model was found to be:

Tatter rate = O.O192(elevation) - O.O62(topex)  + (“aspect effect”)

+ (“site effect”) . . . . . . (8)

The effects of all the factors were significant (P C 0.05 or greater) and the

model  accounts  for  76 .7  per cent  o f  the  var iab i l i ty in  ta t ter  ra te .

Transformations of elevation and topex did not give significant increases in
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Table 5. Description of tatter flag data.

~VARIABLE MEAN MIN. MAX. S.D. 1

Elevation 348.4 20.0 725.0 136.1

Topex 26.3 0.0 123.0 3.14

Tatter rate 10.01 2.39 18.83 19.12

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - TOPEX (FC CLASSIFICATION)

TOPEX NO. OF FLAGS

O-10 100
11-30 266
31-60 156
61-100 41

100 1

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ASPECT CLASS

ASPECT NO. OF FLAGS

N 42
NE 66
E 25
SE 68
S 75
SW 90
W 71
NW 82
NIL (level sites) 12
ALL (hilltop sites) 33



predictive power.

The values for the “site effects” and “aspect effects” are given in Appendix

5. They are also shown diagrammatically in Figures 15 and 16 and the patterns

derived are described in the following two sections.

4.2.4.1 The effect of geographical location on tatter rate.

The values of “site effect” for the 109 tatter flag sites are given in Appendix

5, and a contour-interpolated map based on these values in shown in Figure

15. The values range from about 2 cm* day-’ in inland areas to about 12 cm*

day-’ in western coastal areas. The values of “site effect” have been adjusted

to give values of tatter rate when all other factors are set to zero (ie. rather

paradoxically ; at sea-level, on a hilltop with a topex value of zero !) and can

be regarded as tatter rate adjusted to sea-level. The geographical distribution

of “sea-level tatter rate” is very similar to the pattern of wind zones (see

Appendix lo), showing the highest values in northern and western coastal

areas. The pattern shown ‘would appear to give a satisfactory basis for the

estimation of tatter rates from the model 8.

The pattern shown in Figure 15 differs from the pattern of windzones in

two main ways. Firstly, the effects of geomorphic shelter (topex) and aspect

have also been estimated in the analysis, so that variation from these sources

is excluded from the estimation of the effect of geographical location. This is

important, because if, for example, a site shows low tatter rates because of its

topographic position (eg. east facing and/or high topex value) it would normally

have been placed in a sheltered windzone  irrespective of whether it was

located in an otherwise more exposed region. Although areas of high

geomorphic shelter tend to occur in “sheltered” windzones and areas of low

geomorphic shelter in “exposed” windzones, this is not always the case. Such

aberrant sites have occasionally caused difficulties when drawing up the

windzone boundaries using traditional methods and in a few cases have led to

the omission of data (Miller, K. pers. comm.). The covariance analysis carried

out above effectively discriminates between low (or high) tatter rates caused by

geographical location and low (or high) tatter rates caused by geomorphic

shelter. This effect has led to a few subtle differences between Figure 15 and

the pattern of windzones.

Secondly the contours have been arrived at mathematically, taking account
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of the nearest 24 data points when calculating the interpolated values, rather

than being arrived at manuall,y,  with reference to usually only the nearest two

or three values.

4.2.4.2 The effect of aspect on tatter rate.

The values of the “aspect effect” coefficients are given in Appendix 5,

varying from 0.00 cm* day-’ (hilltop) to -2.33 cm* day-’ (east facing). Figure

16 shows the values of the “aspect effect” coefficients for the main compass

points in terms of their deviations from the average value for all 8 compass

points and compares this pattern with the solution provided by geometrical

functions (see below). The pattern is clearly sinusoidal with east-facing

aspects showing lower values of “aspect effect” than west facing ones (ie. east

facing sites being more sheltered than west facing ones). The coefficient (ie

“aspect effect”) for west-facing sites is slightly aberrant with its value being

below that expected from a sinusoidal pattern.

Investigation of the effect of aspect was also carried out using trignometric

transformations. This was done by carrying out a regression analysis similar to

equation 8 above but replacing the dummy variables for aspect with the terms

sine8 and cosine8,  where 8 is the angle of aspect measured clockwise from

north. Level and hilltop sites were excluded from the data set. The model

used was:

Tatter rate = a +bt(elevation)  - bz(topex)  + (“site effects”) +

bssin6  + b,cos0

The inclusion of both sine and cosine functions allows the angle of maximum

amplitude (tatter rate) to take any value between 0 and 360 degrees. The

values of bs and b4 were -0.64 and -0.121. The resulting function is plotted in

Figure 16 for comparison with the dummy variables. The angle of aspect

associated with maximum exposure to was about 11 degrees south of west.

This corresponds well with the direction of maximum windrun in Britain (Manley

1952) and confirms that tatter flags are sensitive to the aspect of the site.

4.2.4.3 Prediction of tatter rate for the sample plots.

Tatter rate was estimated for all the plots surveyed in this study using

model 8. Values of “site effect” (ie. sea-level tatter rate) were interpolated

from Figure 15 and the effect of aspect was estimated using the solutions
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provided by the dummy variables. The confidence limits for prediction applied

to a specific  site were f 1.1 - 1.7 cm* day-’ for the regression model (mean

values of y for specific combinations of x-values) and k3.3 - 3.7 cm* day-’ for

a single observation. The mean error of a single observation from the “true”

value can be given by multiplying the standard error of the predicted Y-value

by the ratio:

(2/n)* (Moran 1968)

This gives values of f 1.3 to 1.5 cm* day-’ for single new observations on a

specified site. There is also an unquantifiable component of error associated

with the interpolation of values of sea-level tatter rate from Figure 15. Such

errors are associated with all meteorological data derived from maps. Despite

these errors estimates of tatter rate made using model 8 probably represent

the best data available for describing the windiness of upland forest sites in

Britain.

4.2.5 Description of sample plot climatic data.

The main statistical characteristics of the climatic variables assessed are

given in Table 6. For a full description of the data describing productivity,

topographic and soil characteristics of the sites see section 5.1

The mean elevation of the plots was 366 m and ranged from 40 to 650 m.

The mean value of estimated tatter rate was 8.5 cm* day-’ with a maximum of

14.4 cm* day-‘. The current prescriptions for planting limits are 12-14 cm*

day-‘. The mean value summer temperature was 11.3 ‘C with a minimum

value of 9.5 ‘C. A minimum value of 10 ‘C is usually associated with natural

treelines. Accumulated temperature at sea-level varied from 1190 to 1610

day-degrees C with a mean level of 1505 day-degrees C. The values of

accumulated temperature for the plots varied from 560 to 1374 with a mean of

977 day-degrees C. Topex varied from 1 - 130 with a mean value of 52.4.
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Table 6. Mean, range and dispersions of climatic and topographic
data for plots sampled.

MAX. MIN. MEAN MEDIAN S.D.

GYC 27.0 6.2 13.96 14 3.97

ELEVATION 650 40

(0.00)

560

9.5

3.0

366.3 380

8.87

136.9

TATTER RATE 14.4 8.48 2.69

ACC. TEMPERATURE 1374 976.8 145.3

SUMMER TEMP. 12.8 11.28

TATTER (SEA-L)

ACC. TEMP. (S-L)

SUMMER TEMP. (S-L)

11.7 6.2

960.5

11.21

6.0

0.67

1.94

1610

14.2

TOPEX 130.0

1190

12.2

1.0

1505

13.48

52.4

1510

13.7

50

102.4

34.18

34.18
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4.3 Effect of temperature and wind-climate on the productivity of

Sitka spruce.

4.3.1 Comparison of site-to-site variation in yield class with variation

in climatic variables.

A visual impression of the similarities between the geographical pattern of

the variation in yield class and the temperature and wind-climate of the sites

can be gained by comparing Figure 8 with Figures 13 (sea-level accumulated

temperature), 14 (sea-level summer temperature) and 15 (sea-level tatter rate).

The “site effects” shown in Figure 8 are independent of the effect of elevation

and are therefore directly comparable with Figures 13, 14 and 15. The

similarities between the patterns were analysed statisically  by relating the

values for “site effect” in model 3 to values of sea-level temperature and tatter

rate for each site as derived from Figures 13, 14 and 15. These values are

listed as part of the site data in Appendix 1 . The relationships were as follows:

Site effect = 13.1 - 1.93(tatter s.1.) r2 = 73.5% . . . (10)

Site effect = -40.1 + O.O284(acc.  temp. s.1.) r2 = 57.3% . . . (11)

Site effect = -90.2 + 6.87(summer  temp. s.1.) r2 = 61.8% . . . (12)

The relat ionship between “site effect” and “sea-level tatter rate” was

surprisingly close (r2 73.5% - Figure 17), demonstrating that wind-climate is

indeed a powerful factor in determining levels of productivity on upland sites.

Sea-level temperature values were also strongly correlated with “site effect”,

but rather less closely than wind-climate (r2 57.3% to 61.8% - Figure 18). The

best two-variable model which included the effects of both wind and

accumulated temperature was:

Site effect = -13.9 - 1.44(tatter  s.1.)  + O.O165(acc.  temp. sl.)

r2 87.8% . . . . . . . . . . (13)

Both wind-climate and temperature were significantly related to “site effect” (P

< O.OOl),  demonstrating that both factors are important in determining the

overall levels of productivity on upland sites. The relatively high r2 values are

partly due to the fact that this form of analysis deals exclusively with variation

between sites and ignores within site variation.

The sea-level estimates of temperature and windiness at each site can be
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related directly to the GYC at each site by calculating a regression between

mean site GYC and mean site elevation, sea-level tatter and sea-level

accumulated temperature. This essentially combines model 8 and model 13

above.

Mean site GYC = 14.2 - 0.316(mean  elevation) - l.Og(tatter  s.1.)

+ 0.01 lS(acc. temp. s.1.) . . . . . . . . ( 14)

r* = 77.7%

This model shows the separate effects of mean site elevation and the

sea-level estimates of temperature and windiness on mean site GYC. Model

14 effectively states that an increase in elevation of 100 m is associated with a

decrease in GYC of 3.2 m3 ha-’ yr-‘, an increase in tatter rate of 1 cm2 day-’

due to geographical  location  is associated with a decrease in GYC of 1.09 m3

ha-’ yr-’ and a decrease in accumulated temperature of 100 day ‘C due to

geographical  location is associated with a decrease in GYC of 1.19 m3 ha-’

vr-‘.

The 95 per cent confidence limits associated with this model were k0.62 m3

ha- ’  yr-’ for the regression line and k3.3 m3 ha-’ yr-’ for a single site with

mean values of the x-variables. The average error (estimated GYC - “true”

GYC) for a single site can be estimated by multiplying the standard error of the

predicted GYC values by the ratio:

Average error = (2/~)-~ S.E. (Moran 1968)

For a site that had the mean values of the x-variables, the mean error is

e s t i m a t e d  t o  b e  k 1 . 3  m3 h a - ’  Yr-‘. This assumes that the sea-level

meteorological variables are estimated without error. These results show that a

model including elevat ion  and sea- leve l  est imates  of  ta t ter  ra te  and

accumulated temperature would probably form a satisfactory basis for

predicting GYC from site factors.

4.3.2 Correlation analysis.

The relationships between GYC and the estimates of the temperature and

wind-climate for the individual plots were investigated by correlation analysis.

The correlation matrices are shown in Tables 7 and 8 Values are given for two

data sets:
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1. The complete data set (188 plots).

2. Those plots having received standard modern silvicultural

practice (drainage, ploughing, fertilising - 142 plots).

This separation was done in an attempt to remove silvicultural treatment or

lack of it as a possible source of variation. It proved to be a useful subdivision

of the data, particularly for subsequent regression analysis, with younger,

cultivated crops generally showing higher yield classes and less variability than

older, uncultivated ones.

Yield class was significantly correlated with the following factors: elevation,

summer temperature, accumulated temperature, tatter rate, and cosine and sine

of aspect. The strongest correlations were with the estimates of temperature

and windiness, all of which showed higher r-values than did elevation. The

correlations between GYC and cosine and sine aspect were both positive,

indicating that the highest values of GYC are found where values of sine and

cosine are both positive (0 - 90 “) as opposed to the sector 180 - 270 degrees

where sine and cosine values are both negative. This shows that GYC values

are highest on sheltered north and east-facing aspects rather than south and

west-facing ones. The corresponding values for the relationships between

aspect and tatter rate were both negative (and significant) reflecting the higher

tatter values on south and west-facing slopes as expressed by the tatter model

(model 8).

GYC was not significantly related to windzone or any of the sea-level

values of temperature or tatter. This is because GYC was strongly correlated

with elevation and the elevation of the plots varied systematically with respect

to region. Plots in windy or cold regions tended to be at low elevations and

those in sheltered regions tended to occur at high elevations. The result of

this was that GYC values for the different regions were broadly similar.

GYC was significantly positively correlated with topex in the matrix for plots

having received standard silvicultural treatment but not for the complete data

set. Subsequent regression analysis showed that significant relationships with

topex existed for the complete data set after the effects of other climatic

factors had been accounted for. Topex was significantly correlated with the

indices of sea-level temperature (positive), windiness (negative) for the data for

plots having received standard silvicultural practice, illustrating the tendency for
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higher levels of geomorphic shelter to occur in inland areas.

The estimates of temperature and windiness were generally significantly

intercorrelated. This was true for the extrapolated values for the plots due

mainly to the associated relationships with elevation and but also for the

sea-level values, due to similarities in the geographical distribution of variation

in wind and temperature.

4.3.3 Regression analysis.

Regression analysis was carried out to quantify the relationships between

productivity and temperature and wind-climate and to try to identify the best

models on which to base a system for predicting GYC from site factors. The

regression equations and their corresponding r* values are shown in Table 9.

Separate analysis was carried out for plots having received standard

silvicultural treatment in an attempt to isolate the effects of site amelioration

practices.

4.3.3.1 Effect of temperature on GYC.

Yield class was more closely correlated with estimates of temperature than

with elevation. The r* values for the relationships between GYC and summer

temperature and accumulated temperature for all 188 plots were 43.6 per cent

and 46.6 per cent respectively, as opposed to 36.1 per cent in the case of

elevation. The relationship between GYC and accumulated temperature for

plots having received standard silvicultural treatment was closer, with an rL

value of 53.1 per cent. GYC showed consistently closer relationships with

accumulated temperature than summer temperature.

The increased r* levels obtained by using temperature values which are

linear functions of elevation rather than elevation itself, are due to the

similarities between the geographical distribution of variation in the GYC values

and the geographical variation of the estimates of temperature described in

section 4.3.1.

The relationships between GYC and accumulated temperature and summer

temperature are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The different symbols used

indicate the windzone  that each plot lies in and as such give a crude estimate

of the windiness each site. A tendency for plots in windier areas to show lower
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Table 9. RelationshiDs between GYC and some indices of climate
and related factors (eg elevation).

EQUATIONS
F-f
VALUE% MODEL

COMPLETE DATA

GYC = 20.3 - O.O174(elevation)
GYC = -30.4 + 3.93(summer temperature)
GYC = -4.26 + O.O187(accumulated temperature)
GYC = 21.3 - 0.867(tatter rate)
GYC = -20.8 - O.O234(elev.)  + 3.21(sum. temp. s-1.)
GYC = -1.16 - 0,0242(elev.)  + O.O159(acc. temp. s.1.)
GYC = 33.1 - O.O299(elev.)  - 1.3l(tatter s.1.)
GYC as function of elevation, stratified by windzone
GYC as function of act. temp., stratified by windzone
GYC = 4.42 - O.O560(tatter)  + O.O146(acc. temp.)
GYC = 14.0 - O.O348(elev.)  - 1.22(tatter s.1.)

36.1 1
43.6 15
46.6 16
34.5 17
44.2 18
47.5 19
58.8 20
59.3 21
62.4 22
58.8 23

+ O.O135(acc. temp. s.1.) 66.8 24
GYC = 17.2 - O.O354(elev.)  - 1.27(tatter s.1.)

+ O.OllS(acc. temp. s.1.) + O.O386(topex)
GYC = 15.5 - O.O334(elev.)  - l.lg(tatter s.1.)

+ O.O112(acc. temp. s.1.) + O.O112(topex)
+ 0.880(sin aspect) + 0.717(cos aspect)

67.9 25

72.5 26

PLOTS WITH STANDARD SILVICULTURE

GYC = 21.4 - O.O190(elevation)
GYC = -32.3 + 4.12(summer temperature)
GYC = -5.63 + O.O205(accumulated  temperature)
GYC = 25.8 - 1.25(tatter rate)
GYC = -15.1 - O.O241(elev.)  + 2.83(sum. temp. s.1.)
GYC = -2.31 - O.O264(elev.)  + 0,0175(acc. temp. s.1.)
GYC = 33.8 - O.O315(elev.)  - 1.29(tatter s.1.)
GYC as function of elevation, stratified by windzone
GYC as function of act. temp., stratified by windzone
GYC = 9.53 - 0.902(tatter)  + O.O134(acc. temperature)
GYC = 10.2 - O.O388(elev.)  - 1.28(tatter s.1.)

+ O.O175(acc. temp. s.1.)
GYC = 10.7 - O.O381(elev.)  - l.lg(tatter s.1.)

+ O.O155(acc. temp. s.1.) + O.O395(topex)
GYC = 12.3 - O.O370(elev.)  - l.lg(tatter s.1.)

+ O.O144(acc. temp. s.1.) + O.O364(topex)
+ 0.734(sin aspect) + 0.403(cos aspect)

41.0 27
44.8 28
53.1 29
59.9 30
46.3 31
53.8 32
59.9 33
65.9 34
69.0 35
77.8 36

72.6 37

77.7

80.8

38

39

Notes: 1. All factors significant at at least 5% level
aspect" in model 39).

(except "~0s

2. Indices with suffix "s.1." are values adjusted to sea-level.
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values of GYC for specific values of temperature is apparent. This is described

in more detail in section 4.3.3.3.

4.3.3.2 Temperature, treelines and planting limits.

The elevation at  which tree growth becomes scrubby is known to

correspond roughly with the elevation at which the temperature of the four

warmest months is 10 ‘C (see section 4.1.1.4). Figure 21 shows estimates of

the elevations at which a value of 10 OC is reached in northern Britain. These

vary from 350 m in the far north to 650 m in inland and southern areas. These

values correspond reasonably well with estimates of the elevation of the

treeline  in the Cairngorms (see Pears 1967,1968). In some areas of western

Scotland lower levels for the natural treeline  are observed (Poore and MacVean

1957) than those indicated by Figure 21. This is presumably due to the

influence of wind.

Figure 12 (section 3.3) shows estimates of the elevation of the commercial

planting limit for Sitka spruce. This also shows values ranging between 300 m

in the north (and west) and 650 m in inland and southern areas. Figure 20

shows that a temperature of the four warmest months of 10 ‘C corresponds

approximately with GYC 8. A GYC value of 8 is generally considered to be the

lowest level of productivity which is economically profitable in British forestry.

This indicates a certain correspondence between the elevation at which forest

growth becomes scrubby according to ecological theory and modern upper

limits to afforestation in Britain. It should be emphasised that GYC 8 represents

a higher level of productivity than one would expect to occur at the lower limit

of the alpine ecotone in a natural forest. This means that rather than British

Sitka spruce planting limits behaving as natural treelines, the level of

productivity chosen as the acceptable minimum occurs rather fortuitously at

approximately the same elevation (ie temperature level) as the upper limit of

high forest growth in natural forests.

4.3.3.3 The influence of wind on GYC.

Windzone.

Windzone (see Appendix 10 for a wind zone map) proved to be a useful

factor by which to stratify the data for preliminary investigation of the effect of

wind on yield class. This is illustrated by Figure 22 in which General Yield Class



ELEVATION AT WHICH SUMMER TEMPERATURE= lO*C (m)
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Figure 21. Elevation at which summer temperature is 10°C
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is plotted against elevation for the data for all the plots, with different symbols

for the different windzones in which the plots occur. The data were stratified

according to windzone  and the following regression equations were obtained:

Windzone  E GYC = 29.0 - O.O33(elevation)  r2 = 66.6%

Windzone  D GYC = 22.7 - O.OZ!j(elevation)  r2 = 59.8%

Windzone  C GYC = 18.2 - O.O13(elevation)  r2 = 15.1%

Windzone B GYC = 23.8 - O.O4l(elevation) r2 = 46.7%

Windzone  A GYC = 16.4 - O.O3l(elevation) r2 = 59.8%

Overall r2 value for the complete data set = 59.3% . . . (21)

Stratifying by windzone  increased the r2 value from 36.1 per cent (elevation

only - see model 1) to 59.3 per cent (elevation and windzone). The overall

value of 59.3 per cent, which is essentially an average value for the degree of

correlation within windzones (weighted by number of plots per windzone), is

very similar to the value obtained by Malcolm (1970) using only elevation as a

regressor for the data from five sites (Bin, Glentress, Glengarry, Balquidder and

Inverliever). Of these five sites, four were in windzone E and one (Inverliever)

in windzone  C. The relatively high degree of correlation between productivity

and elevation recorded by Malcolm is probably due to the fact that the sites

came from areas of similar windiness. It is apparent that such simple

relationships do not apply for wider areas, and some sort of stratification

according to geographical location is desirable, such as that provided by

windzones. The relatively poor correlation for data from windzone  C is

probably due to the particularly diverse nature of the topography and soils at

the two main forests represented (Arecleoch - rolling, deep peats; Sunart -

steep and dissected, mineral soils)

A similar trend can be seen in Figure 19, in which GYC is plotted against

mean accumulated temperature with different symbols for the different

windzones. When these data were stratif ied according to windzone  the

following regression equations were obtained:

Windzone  E GYC = -11.7 + O.O28(acc.  temperature) r2 = 69.3%

Windzone  D GYC = -12.3 + O.O27(acc.  temperature) r2 = 61.3%

Windzone  C GYC = -6.5 + O.OlS(acc. temperature) r2 = 32.5%

Windzone  B GYC = -10.6 + O.O24(acc.  temperature) r2 = 40.2%

1 0 0



Windzone A GYC = -10.2 + O.O20(acc.  temperature) r2 = 59.8%

Overall r2 value for complete data set = 62.4% . . . . . . . (22)

Accumulated temperature in combination with windzone  is marginally more

closely correlated with productivity than elevation and windzone (r2 = 59.3%).

Estimated tatter rate.

The relationship between yield class and estimated tatter rate for plots

which had received standard silvicultural practice was the closest for any single

regressor variable in this study (59 per cent). Models for both data sets which

included both elevation and sea-level tatter rates also showed reasonably high

r2 values (58.8% and 59.9% - models 20, 33), with the inclusion of sea-level

tatter rate adding over 20 per cent onto the r2 value for the model containing

only elevation. However, contrary to this a low degree of correlation (r2 =

34.5%) was recorded for the relationship between GYC and tatter rate for the

complete data set (model 17).

This was apparently due to the relatively poor relationship between GYC

and estimated tatter on sites where the crops were old (40+  vrs). The

inclusion of crop age in the relationship increased the r2 value to above 60 per

cent as shown below:

GYC = 30.6 - 1.37(tatter)  - O.lS(crop age) r2 = 62.4% . . . . (17a)

The highly significant effect of age is probably mainly the result of the lack of

cultivation acting as a source of variation. In addition, most of these older

crops occur on sites in very dissected terrain, probably because such early

plantations were undertaken mainly on sites with a high degree of geomorphic

shelter. On such sheltered sites tatter flags are thought to operate less well

than on windy sites (Miller pers. comm.).

Models 17 and 30 (see Table 9) show that GYC decreases by an average of

0.9 - 1.2 m3 ha-’ yr-’ for an increase in tatter rate of 1 cm2 day-‘. The effect

of geographical variation in sea-level tatter rate is treated separately from the

effect of elevation in models 20 and 33. These show that (ignoring the effects

of other factors) an increase in elevation of 100 m is associated with a

decrease in GYC of about 3 m3 ha-’ yr-’ and an increase in sea-level tatter

rate of 1 cm2 day-’ is associated with a decrease in GYC of about 1.3 m3 ha-’

yr-‘.
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4.3.3.4 Combined effect of accumulated temperature and tatter rate on GYC.

General Yield Class was particularly well correlated with accumulated

temperature and tatter rate combined (see Table g), with r2 values of 58.8 per

cent (complete data - model 23) and 77.8 per cent (standard silvicultural

practice - model 36). For models including sea-level values of temperature and

windiness together with elevation the r2 values were 66.8 per cent (complete

data - model 24) and 72.6 per cent (standard silvicultural practice - model 37).

All the effects in these models are significant (P C 0.05 or greater) and they

are also logical, decreasing GYC being associated with increasing windiness

and decreasing temperature.

These relationships illustrate that both the temperature regime and the

wind climate of upland sites are important in determining tree growth rates.

Thus “exposure”.can be conveniently described as the combined effect of low

annual accumulated temperatures and unfavourable wind-climate and its

effects on the growth rates of Sitka spruce can be quantified by the use of

standard meteorological data (temperature) and tatter flag records (wind).

However, it should be pointed out that “exposure” probably also involves the

effects of other factors such as winter damage, which have not been included

in this study.

Models 23, 24, 36 and 37 are probably good enough to form the bases for

predictive models. These results seem to vindicate the use of tatter flags by

the Forestry Commission, but it appears that for the purposes of predicting

yield, their accuracy only begins to approach reasonable levels when account is

also taken of the temperature regime of the sites.

The improvement in predictive power achieved by using temperature as

well as tatter values reflects the fact that windy sites in coastal areas

(Hebrides, Caithness, Kintyre)  experience considerably higher temperatures than

correspondingly windy sites in inland mountainous regions (Cairngorms). For

example, in the Hebrides at 200 m the tatter rate is about 12 cm2 day-’ and

the accumulated temperature 1000 day-degrees whereas in the Cairngorms a

tatter rate of 12 cm2 day-’ occurs at about 650 m where the accumulated

temperature is only about 550 day-degrees. Some recognition of this effect

has been made by the Forestry Commission with regard to upper planting

limits by prescribing upper values for tatter of 14 cm2 day-’ for coastal areas
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and 12 cm2 day-’ in inland areas (Reynard and Low 1984).

4.3.3.5 The relationship betkeen  actual tatter rates and GYC.

As mentioned in section 2.4, GYC was assessed on 39 sites where tatter

flags had been flown prior to planting, so that measured values of tatter rate

were available. Of these sites, 19 were located at Forestry Commission

experimental sites, the remaining being located in standard plantations. The

data for these plots are listed with the other plot data in Appendix 1. The data

represent sites as diverse as 650 m altitude in the Cairngorm mountains to 200

m in the Outer Hebrides and near sea-level in Caithness. The relationships

between GYC and actual tatter rate (and estimated accumulated temperature)

were as follows:

All plots (39)

GYC = 20.9 - 0.775(Tatter) r2 = 32.7% . . . (40)

GYC = 6.3 - 0.493(Tatter)  + O.O129(Acc. Temp.) r2 = 64.1% . . . (41)

F.C. Experiments (19)

GYC = 22.9 - l.O7(Tatter) r2 5 53.1% . . (42)

GYC = 10.8 - 0.774(Tatter)  + O.O104(Acc. Temp.) r2 = 77.3% . . . (43)

The correlations between GYC and tatter rate were lower than anticipated

(33% and 53%) indicating that the relationship between tatter and GYC is not

the same for the entire area (Scotland, northern England). However, when

estimates of accumulated temperature were included considerably improved

relationships were obtained (64% and 77%). This reflects the modifying effects

of temperature as described in section 4.3.3.4 above.

4.3.3.6 The effect of geomorphic shelter on GYC.

Yield class is positively related to topex (P < 0.001) in models 25, 26, 38

and 39, demonstrating increasing levels of productivity with increasing

geomorphic shelter. This contrasts with the effect of topex on tatter rates

described in section 4.2.4, indicating that the effect of geomorphic shelter on

GYC is probably mediated mainly through its effect on site windiness.

Models based on the complete data set show values of the change in GYC
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with topex of about 0.13 m3 ha-’ yr-’ per 10 topex points. Models based on

the data from plots having received standard silvicultural practice indicate that

a change in topex of 10 points is associated with a change in GYC of about 0.4

m3 h a - ’  yr-‘. The difference in the two estimates arise from the tendency

described in section 4.3.3.3 above for older slower growing crops to occur on

sites with high geomorphic shelter. Several transformations of topex were

tried for the complete data set but none resulted in a significantly improved

relationship between GYC and topex. Subsequent analysis showed that the

difference between the two data sets largely disappeared when the effect of

crop age had been taken into account (see Chapter 5).

4.3.3.7 The effect of aspect on GYC.

Yield class was significantly related to aspect (sine/cosine transformation)

in both data sets (models 26 and 39). The simultaneous use of sine and cosine

transformations allows the angle of aspect associated maximum productivity to

take any value. The sine/cosine functions are plotted in Figure 23 for the two

data sets and the corresponding effect of aspect on tatter rate as calculated in

section 4.2.4.2 is also shown. Note that data from 7 plots on level sites were

excluded from models 26 and 39.

Productivity was highest in the quadrant north to east and lowest in the

quadrant south to west. This pattern is clearly diametrically opposite to that of

the effect of aspect on tatter rate, demonstrating that the effects of aspect on

GYC are probably largely mediated through the effects of aspect on site

windiness. No tendency for productivity to be greater on south-facing as

opposed to north-facing slopes, consistent with a possible influence of solar

radiation, was apparent. Further analysis of the effect of aspect on productivity

is presented in section 5.3.3.1.

4.4 Conclusions.

1.  The pattern of decreasing yield class with increasing elevation

demonstrated in chapter 3 is closely related to variation in windiness and

temperature as estimated by tatter rate and accumulated temperature.

2. Correlation and regression analysis of the data from the individual plots

showed that the productivity of Sitka spruce on upland sites is related to the

following climatic and topographic factors: elevation, derived sea-level values
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of tatter rate and accumulated temperature, extrapolated values of tatter rate

and accumulated temperature, topex and aspect (sine and cosine

transformations). Models based on these factors accounted for 59-71 per cent

of the variation in GYC for the complete data set and 73-79 per cent of the

variation for data for plots having received standard silvicultural treatment.

Productivity was greatest on sites with high levels of geomorphic shelter

(topex) and on north to east facing aspects. Several models were calculated

which could act as bases for the prediction of productivity from site variables.

3. For the purposes of predicting GYC on upland sites the term “exposure”

may be defined as the combination of low annual accumulated temperatures

and unfavourable wind-climate (high tatter rate) both of which may be

quantified by spatial and altitudinal extrapolation of standard meteorological

data (temperature) and tatter flag data (wind-climate). Estimated tatter rate

and estimated accumulated temperature together accounted for 78 per cent of

the variation in GYC for plots having received standard silvicultural practice.

4. Forestry Commission tatter flag data can be used to give estimates of

wind-climate in the uplands where no other data exist. Tatter rate based on

562  f lags  was well  correlated with the fol lowing major site factors:

geographical location, elevation, topex (geomorphic shelter) and aspect. The

geographical component of this variation showed a distribution very similar to

known patterns of windiness including Forestry Commission windzones. Tatter

rates were highest on sites with low levels of geomorphic shelter and on south

to west facing aspects. Tatter rate was the single variable showing the highest

degree of correlation with GYC for plots having received standard silvicultural

treatment (59 per cent). However its predictive power was reduced in areas of

high geomorphic shelter (low tatter rates).

5. The elevation of the natural treeline  as predicted by the elevation at

which mean summer temperatures are 10 OC varies between 300 m in northern

Scotland to 650 m in central and southern areas. This is similar to the values

predicted for planting limits for Sitka spruce based on a minimum acceptable

GYC of 8.
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